This is a summary to IRG Meeting #39 Resolutions (IRGN1910 and WG2N4438) and IRG Meeting No. 40 (IRGN1940 and WG2N4426)

1. Future Meetings (for endorsement): Resolution IRG 39.1 and Resolution IRG 40.1
   The following gives the IRG future meeting schedules:
   - IRG #41 Tokyo, Japan, 2013-11-18~22
   - IRG #42 Qingdao, China, 2014-05-19~23
   (Adobe as sponsor, tentative)

2. G-Source Change for CJK Ideographs (for action): Resolution IRG M39.2
   The IRG requests China to report to WG2 about the deletion and modification of the G-source reference of characters agreed in IRGN1896.

3. Change of the IRG Technical Editor (for Information): Resolution IRG M40.2
   The IRG accepts the request from China on the change of Technical Editor from Ms WANG Xiaoming to Mr CHEN Zhuang with immediate effect.

4. Extension E Work (for action): Resolution IRG M39.3 and IRG M40.2
   Extension E work was submitted to ISO/IEC 10646 Project editor after IRG Meeting 39 and further request for the removal of 5 characters, one duplicate character and one attribute change from Ext. E are requested. Details is given in IRGN 1948 and is also in WG2N4439.

5. Extension F Working Schedule and the Split of the Reppertoire: Resolution: IRG 39.6 and IRG M40.4 (For Information and Feedback)
IRG # accepted collections from China, Japan, R.O.Korea, and the international SAT project for Ext. F work. The first consolidation after IRG Meeting #39 yield over 8,000 characters in its collection and IRG has finished the first round of review(full review by two groups, each group reviewed only half). IRG #40 decided to split Ext F into two subsets principally of roughly equal size for timely delivery of quality output. The IRG will have a full review of F1v1.0 for IRG # discussion. The split is in principle based on radical orders with the exception of Japan to accommodate for the urgent request from its E-government project.

The IRG would like to seek advice on the naming of the split two subsets.

6. Encoding of Characters Derived from Handwritten Forms (for information): Resolution IRG 39.5 and Resolution IRG 40.5
The IRG agrees in principle to restrict the acceptance of characters derived from handwritten forms. The IRG invites member bodies to give written feedback (by November 1, 2013) on how this principle can be applied in IRG’s editorial work for discussion at IRG#41

7. IRG Principles & Procedures Update (for information): Resolution IRG 39.5, Resolution IRG 39.7, Resolution IRG 39.8, and Resolution IRG 40.6
IRG made some revision to its PnP to include more details of how to handle new working set with a limit of 4,000, taking characters from implemented systems(with IRG approval), inclusion of first stroke information for submission, and other recording of its editorial work. A revision of the PnP document is underway and will be finalized in IRG Meeting No. 41 in Nov. 2013.

8. Use of Special Symbol in IDS for IRG Internal Work (for information and action): Resolution IRG 39.9
For internal work of IRG, it is important to introduce a symbol for non-encoded components. However, IRG would like to wait for WG2’s discussion on this issue before the introduction of this symbol

The IRG has reserved the letter Z as the sources of International project. To handle possible multiple submissions from different international projects, IRG would like to inform WG2 and request the ISO/IEC project editor to find a solution to accommodate for such situation in the future.

10. IRG Working Document Series (for information): Resolution IRG 39.10 and Resolution IRG 40.8
The IRG will update its WDS according to the additional examples discussed in IRG No. 37 and 38 and further make the example tables using multi-column representation for easy reference. The review process is underway. The revised version will be finalized in IRG Meeting No. 41 in Japan, Nov. 2013.

11. Urgently Needed Characters from UTC (for information): Resolution IRG 40.9
The IRG reviewed Unicode Consortium’s request (IRGN1936) to encode 19 ideographs as urgently needed characters. The IRG requests member bodies to give written feedback before November 1, 2013 for discussion at IRG#41.

12. IRG’s feedback to WG2 regarding IVD registration by UTC (WG2 N4075) (for information): Resolution IRG 39.11
Regarding IRG N1889 (WG2 N4075), the IRG concludes that the UK position is very close and supportive to the IRG position. The IRG further instructs the Rapporteur to report to WG2 the IRG position.
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